
Write Now

with Kristie F. Gauthreaux



"She has taught me how to be an author
entrepreneur and how to put my Shhhh in a book!" 

"We write for our life, but we write
especially for the life of others."
"She is very knowledgeable and has helped me mold
my thoughts into ideas so that my story can be
heard. "

"Kristie, help me put my thoughts into words that made
sense! From coming up with the perfect book name to
putting it on paper and developing the perfect game
plan, she has been awesome!"

"An amazing Coach! Love what she does!  What a
powerful woman!"

"It is effortless to work with her. There have
been very few people that I've been around who
genuinely root for other people's projects to be
successful; Kristie is definitely that somebody."
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Who am I?
My mission was born through personal
stories that later became books. I was
delivered, healed, learned forgiveness,
patience, and perfected my love while
writing books that did not tell my
business but provided messages that
would help others have the same
results or better.



Ice Breaker

What can you do today that you
were not capable of a year ago?



WHY
Why is your message important?

"Your why will come through a strong
desire to help others. You can find it in
the conversations that you have with
yourself and others. It is usually joined
with the words, "If I had known, I could
have, I should have, I would have, I will
never do that, I know better next time."



Right Audience

You are the right person for this assignment and
choosing the right audience will come easy.
Your audience relates to your story in some way,
and only you can identify who they are. 



Inform
What Platform?

Why is your message
important?

Decide what platform or type of
book you want to use for delivery.
Keep in mind; you are not writing
an autobiography. That delivery will
require you to tell your secrets,
which is not the objective.



Talk Or Text
How will you get your manuscript done?

decide if you will talk out your designs or
type them. You have complete control of
your book project unless you choose to
have someone else do it for you.



Edit
SELF EDIT, PEER EDIT, PROFESSIONAL EDIT

Self-editing begins on the fourth
read-through. Self-editing is the
first layer of refinement; take some
time to read the manuscript as a
new reader. Here are a few steps to
take to ensure a thorough self-edit.



Invest

Invest time
into your
project.

Invest money
into your
project

Invest
mentally!



Tell A Friend

Who do you know wants to write a book?

Who will hold you accountable?

Who do you know will support you on
this journey?

Who do you know?



AT THE END OF THE DAY, IF I

CAN SAY I HAD FUN, IT WAS A

GOOD DAY!" SIMONE BILES 

 

 QUESTIONS?



FOR MORE HELP ON INFORMATION

VISIT
www.kristiegauthreaux.com

K R I S T I E  F .  G A U T H R E A U X



Enroll Today
Get A FREE workbook!

$299 Writing Course Investment

GO TO http://bit.ly/HelpMePTSB

You're Worth It!


